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Abstract :- SQL/XML has gained increasing interest whenever 

relational data has to be transformed to XML data, which is 

transferred, stored, or further processed in 

systems. The performance of query processing in a relational 

XML storage system is closely related to the query translation 

technique employed in the query mapping stage. For efficiently 

querying XML documents, many indexing methods have bee

proposed. In this paper ,study and analysis of four approaches 

regarding XML/SQL query translation are focused like query 

translation using intelligent path deviation ,query translation 

using interval encoding ,query evaluation using double indexes 

and generalizing and improving SQL/XML query 

Each method have its own advantage and drawbacks.

survey these methods and propose an efficient twice indexing

with caching which provides further modification to these 

methods and provides efficient query processing technique
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

The amount of data stored in XML has increased enormously 

as XML is adopted by a variety of fields as a standard of 

exchange over the last decade. As XML has been, and 

continues to be adopted by a variety of fields, the amount of 

data stored in XML has increased enormously. A number of 

researchers have proposed to use the mature relational 

technology to store and query XML data. 

requires algorithms to map XML schemas, documents 

queries, into their relational equivalents[1]

Relational mappings are mainly split into schema

schema-less mapping schemes. Schema-less mapping schemes 

consider that XML schema is missing and generate a fixed 

schema in the target relational database. On the other hand, in 

schema based mapping schemes, XML schema is provided and 

used to generate a good relational schema which can vary 

depending on the input XML schema [2]. An issue that is 

worth discussing is the reuse of previously evaluated query.

There are hundreds or thousands of query patterns can be 

composed from an XML document. However, only few of 

them are meaningful and invoked frequently in practice. Each 

time when a query is initiated, the evaluation proce

executed one more time. As a result, the system wastes lots of 

time doing the same work. Especially, when a query 

very complex, the total amount of time wasted could be 

enormous [3]. 

 

II. BACKGROUND  
 

The algorithms proposed in the literature for translating XML 

queries into SQL queries are primarily intended to work 

operational databases where the data is updated often. The 

problem of mapping recursive XML queries in the 
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L schemas, documents and 

queries, into their relational equivalents[1] . XML-to-

are mainly split into schema-based and 

s mapping schemes 

L schema is missing and generate a fixed 

schema in the target relational database. On the other hand, in 

mapping schemes, XML schema is provided and 

relational schema which can vary 

. An issue that is 

worth discussing is the reuse of previously evaluated query. 

There are hundreds or thousands of query patterns can be 

document. However, only few of 

them are meaningful and invoked frequently in practice. Each 

hen a query is initiated, the evaluation process is 

executed one more time. As a result, the system wastes lots of 

work. Especially, when a query pattern is 

very complex, the total amount of time wasted could be 

The algorithms proposed in the literature for translating XML 

are primarily intended to work on 

operational databases where the data is updated often. The 

ng recursive XML queries in the presence of 

recursive schemas has been reported in schema

mapping space. These query mapping algorithms 

applicable to the schema-based query mapping space as they 

use a fixed relational schema. Although analytical 

databases are not as common as operational databases, there 

are quite a few examples of them in real life such

as dictionaries, legal texts, aircraft maintenance manuals and 

inventory catalogs which are used primarily for data 

rather than data update [1]. Three major techniques 

identified to translate XML queries into SQL queries 

ID-based, path based and interval-based query translations. In 

ID-based approach, each XML element is 

unique ID in the relational database. In path

each XML element is associated with a 

relational database representing the root

element. In interval-based approach, each 

associated with a pair of IDs in the relational database to 

denote the interval of node IDs in th

element. Developing a query translation algorithm that uses 

both the schema information and the intervalinformation is 

non-trivial [2]. To retrieve XML data efficiently, many 

indexing methods were proposed. There are 

thousands of query patterns can be composed from an XML 

document. However, only few of them are 

invoked frequently in practice. Each time when a query is 

initiated, the evaluation process is executed 

a result, the system wastes lots of time doing the same work. 

Especially, when a query pattern is very 

amount of time wasted could be enormous[3]. The task of 

XML data exchange is to restructure a 

to a source schema under a target schema a

mapping rules. The rules are typically expressed as source

target dependencies using various kinds of patterns, in

horizontal and vertical navigation, as well as data comparisons. 

The target schema imposes complex conditions 

of solutions, possibly inconsistent with the mapping rules. In 

consequence, for some source documents

solutions [5]. XML-to-relational mapping storage is a principal 

settlement of XML data management and sharing. The 

approach 

maps XML Schema to relational schema is the core of XML 

schema mapping storage. In order to address the strong 

dynamics of XML, incremental mapping approach is urgently 

needed. An incremental approach of X

Schema”is proposed. It extends P

andintroduces tag system and inte

relational schema increment. T-Schema r

X-R mapping and integrate new relational s

This ensures the continued use of historical data

important for many applications [6]. To evaluate clustering 

performance, two new performance evaluation methodologies, 

namely R_ClusterRatio and R_DocuRatio are introduced. It is 

motivated by the observations of 
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distribution and the fact that the experiment data collection, 

IEEE CS corpus,do not provide classification 

information[7].XML is commonly supported by SQL data

systems. However, existing mappings of XML to tables can 

only deliver satisfactory query performance for limited use 

cases. In this paper, we propose a novel mapping of XML data 

into one wide table whose columns are sparsely populated. 

This mapping provides good performance for document types 

and queries that are observed in enterprise applications but are 

not supported efficiently by existing work.  

Based on the characteristics of the new mapping, we present 

rewriting optimizations that dramatically reduce the

joins[8].Data exchange is the problem of taking data structured 

under a source schema and creatingan instance of a target 

schema, by following a mapping between the two schemas. 

There is a rich literature on problems related to data exchange, 

e.g., the design of a schema mappinglanguage, the consistency 

of schema mappings, operations on mappings, and query

answering over mappings [9].Integration of multiple data 

sources is becoming increasingly important for enterprises that 

cooperate closely with their partners for e-commerce. OLAP 

enables analysts and decision makers fast access to various 

materialized views from data warehouses. However, many 

corporations have internal business applications deployed on 

different platforms. It introduces a model for heterogeneous 

data exchange based on XML. The system can exchange 

share the data among the different sources[10]. 

 

III. PREVIOUS WORK DONE 

 

Various methodes had been studied ,but none of those 

recursive query mapping algorithms could take advantage of a 

stored XML document to optimize query translation unlike the 

XMLToSQLalgorithm proposed. Moreover, 

XMLToSQLalgorithm translates the recursive XML queries to 

SQL queries in the presence of recursive schemas efficiently 

using intelligent path derivation. The XMLToSQL

requires only the standard relational operators in an output 

SQL query which enables it to work with all database 

systems[1]. Another method is schema-Based XML

Query Translation Using Interval Encoding, in schema

XML storage space, there was no published interval

XML-to-SQL translation algorithm in the literature. 

Developing a query translation algorithm that uses both the 

schema 

information and the interval information was identified as an 

interesting open problem in “XML-to-SQL query

translation literature: The state of the art and open problems”. 

The proposed query mapping algorithm Interval

addresses this issue and provides an elegant and simple 

solution for the challenging recursive query 

problem as well[2]. A double-index system is proposed to 

index both XML documents and processed 

contributions of our work are as follows. Based on the NCIM 

(Node Clustering Indexing Method), which was developed by 

our research team, the proposed system first constructs the 

XML index and uses a convenient way to store/retrieve index 

into/from disk [3]. Based on a given SQL/XML query, the 

approach extracts the generated XML structure and derives a 

plain SQL query for collecting the relevant data. Using the 
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store/retrieve index 

sk [3]. Based on a given SQL/XML query, the 

structure and derives a 

plain SQL query for collecting the relevant data. Using the 

result of the plain SQL query and the 

SAX events can be created, allowing to use any relational 

database as an input source for the generation of XML data. A 

compressed XML format can be generated directly, called 

succinct, whichprovides a fastergeneration of compressed 

XML data [4]. 

 

IV. EXISTING METHODOLOGIE

 

Some known methodologies are discussed here ,first method is 

based on intelligent path deviation provides following 

algorithm shown in figure 1 and uses PPT(path prefix tree) [1].

Figure 1: Algorithm XMLTOSQL

 

Second method uses interval encoding scheme 

two algorithm. The first interval-based XML

translation algorithm in the schema-based XML storage space. 

The proposed algorithm can be given as follows [2] :

Figure 2:Interval XMLTOSQLAlgorithm

The outline of Interval-XMLToSQL-

,which remove unnecessary self join [2]. The another 

approach generates either compressed XML or SAX events as 

a result to given SQL/XML queries [4].Theproposed approach 

in [4] does not need an SQL/XML query engine, it provi
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XMLTOSQLAlgorithm 

-C is shown in Figure 3 

sary self join [2]. The another studied 

approach generates either compressed XML or SAX events as 

a result to given SQL/XML queries [4].Theproposed approach 

in [4] does not need an SQL/XML query engine, it provides a 
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useful technique to answer SQL/XML queries on SQL 

database systems that do not support the SQL/XML standard.

 

Figure 3: Interval XMLToSQL C Algorithm

 

V. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

XMLToSQL algorithm is compared with SQLGen

based on the number of derived paths for a set of 

givenrecursive queries. The number of derived paths is a 

crucial factor for the recursive query computation time. The 

input recursive queries are given against the XML document 

shown in Figure 4. 

 

 
Figure 4: Number of derived paths

While the average number of derived paths is 0.88 with 

XMLToSQL algorithm, it is 2.13 with SQLGen 

algorithmwhich is considerably higher than that of 

XMLToSQL algorithm. In generation of uncompressed xml by 

just adding thedata query time and the processing time, the 

time needed to generate an uncompressed XML document can 

be obtained with proposed approach. A comparison with the 

naive approach shows that in nearly all cases of the evaluation, 

our approach of generating compressed XML is faster than 

generating uncompressed XML by using the SQL/XML query. 

This is the case for both, the Oracle implementation of 

SQL/XML compared to proposed approach using Oracle SQL

queries .And the DB2 implementation of SQL/XML compared 
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queries on SQL 

database systems that do not support the SQL/XML standard. 
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algorithmwhich is considerably higher than that of 

algorithm. In generation of uncompressed xml by 

just adding thedata query time and the processing time, the 

ed XML document can 

with proposed approach. A comparison with the 

ll cases of the evaluation, 

approach of generating compressed XML is faster than 

XML by using the SQL/XML query. 

This is the case for both, the Oracle implementation of 

posed approach using Oracle SQL 

And the DB2 implementation of SQL/XML compared 

to proposed approach using DB2 SQL queries. 

of compressed XML does not require to generate XML output 

from SAX events. when the target dataformat is compressed 

XML, the naive approach of compressing the SQL/XML query 

result requires additional time for a subsequent compression 

step. In this case, the performance improvement of propos

approach is even better than shown in fig

our approach already includes the creation of comp

XML in comparison to the naive approach which requires 

compressing the SQL/XML query result. If either o

formats, compressed XML or uncompressed XML, is accepted 

for further processing, data archiving or data transfer, th

comparison shows that in most cases, optimized approach 

generates compressed XML faster th

generates uncompressed XML. 

 

VI. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

 

How to improve the performance of the double

in case of a query miss in the query index is an importantissue 

to be focused. One way to get around this problem is to employ 

the concepts of cache design. Here we have 

indexing with caching approach to address ab

architecture can be shown in figure 5. 

Here ,in twice indexing with caching approach ,the cache 

memory is provided to manage query miss in query index.

 

VII. POSSIBLE OUTCOME AND 

 

The twice indexing with caching approach provides 

performance benefits and improve the result of system.

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

 

The twice indexing with caching approach is helpful in order to 

improve the overall performance of the system which 

provide reliable ,efficient and optimum query translation and 

processing. And also provides the seamless 

ML/SQL query processing and storage.

 

IX. FUTURE SCOPE

The caching methods mention in the twice indexing with 

caching approach should be modified for even better

performance and results. 
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in case of a query miss in the query index is an importantissue 

to be focused. One way to get around this problem is to employ 

s of cache design. Here we have suggested twice 

indexing with caching approach to address above problem ,the 

 

Here ,in twice indexing with caching approach ,the cache 

memory is provided to manage query miss in query index. 

OSSIBLE OUTCOME AND RESULTS: 

The twice indexing with caching approach provides 

performance benefits and improve the result of system. 

ONCLUSION  

The twice indexing with caching approach is helpful in order to 

performance of the system which in turn 

eliable ,efficient and optimum query translation and 

And also provides the seamless working of 

ML/SQL query processing and storage. 

COPE 
the twice indexing with 

caching approach should be modified for even better 
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Figure 5: Proposed Twice indexing with caching approach
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